Talbot Team's Guide to

LISTING & SELLING
YOUR HOME

~Paul and Jade Talbot
"Our family helping your family make moves."

Our mission is to help everyone
ﬁnd their place in the world.

N O W, M O R E T H A N E V E R ,
THE EXPERTISE OF A
R E A L E S TAT E P R O F E S S I O N A L
M AT T E R S I N T H E S A L E
O F YO U R H O M E

Our team is dedicated
to selling your home.
Listing Agent

Jade's expertise lies in design and
marketing. She consults on the design
elements that will give your home mass
appeal, whether you're looking to
refresh or renovate a space, or in need
of home staging tips. She leads the
digital and print marketing creation
and distribution for your home. Her
goal is to get as many eyes on your
property as possible through social
media channels, agent networks, and a
listing that stands out online.
Jade Talbot
DRE# 02109334

Listing Agent

Paul runs point on disclosures, reports,
and negotiations. He will get to know
every detail about your home and advise
you on any necessary reports or
structural upgrades that will lead to a
higher sale price. He will help you through
the disclosure process and how to
present all the facts about your home in
a favorable light. Paul has negotiated
tens of thousands of dollars for our sellers
this year alone.

Paul Talbot
DRE# 01940563

Listing Coordinator

Stevie helps with property prep
coordination so that your home is
prepped in a timely manner and on a
budget. She orders inspections, schedules
contractor meetings, and sources
materials. Stevie is incredibly resourceful
and will save you time, money, and tons
of headaches throughout the home sale
preparation process.

Stevie Villatoro

Our Unique Value Add
The skills that set us apart and offer
you a unique selling experience.

1

Home Sale Preparation

2

Digital Marketing Expertise

3

Big Picture Planning

We create a roadmap that will lead to huge ROI and we guide you
through the property prep process.

We are tech-savvy millennials and our goal is to make your home
stand out online.

We empower our clients to make intentional real estate moves that
help build family wealth.

We let our clients
do the talking.
Jade and Paul helped me sell my ﬁrst home. They guided me through the process and
were always quick to respond to all my questions and concerns. They are very
knowledgeable in all aspects of selling a home including aesthetics and also how to
address any structural issues. They advised me on what parts of the house to focus on to
get the most return. They know what appeals to today’s buyers and will help you get top
dollar for your home

RACHAEL T. | 256 FARRELLY DRIVE, SAN LEANDRO

"We sold our Oakland home in Dec 2020 with Jade and Paul and couldn't have been
happier with the experience. That's not an overstatement. We have two young kids and I
needed to keep working even while we were going through the big process of listing and
selling out home. Additionally, we needed the money from the sale of our current home to
purchase our new home. Jade and Paul took all of that onto account and then
recommended what turned out to be a perfect solution for us; we listed out home off
market, just among other agents. Jade came over and (in a covid safe way) made
recommendations of what tweaks we should make to our home decor and layout. She has
great eye; it looked so much better after we implemented her advice! But other than those
smal changes we didn't have to do anything; no staging, no moving out. We had only four
showings and two of them made offers. So there was very minimal disruption to our crazy
lives. We got more than we were asking for (and Paul and Jade had predicted we would
and encouraged us to shoot for) and the buyers agreed to our request of a two month rent
back. This last part was key as it gave us time to ﬁnd a new home in southern CA. We
couldn't have done any of this without Paul and Jade's expert help. On top of all that, they
have continued to be a resource to us as we've looked for our new home. They're not
ofﬁcially out agents anymore, but they're such good people and love this work so much,
that they continue to be a source of guidance. Seriously if you're looking to buy or sell a
home in the east bay, work with these guys!"

ELLIE C. | 321 COVINGTON AVE, OAKL AND

When we wanted to take a wild leap and sell our condo and buy a new construction
home during a pandemic, we turned to Jade and Paul Talbot. Paul had helped us buy our
Oakland condo ﬁve years ago, and we'd kept in touch and been impressed with their East
Bay real estate expertise and marketing savvy. We were unsure about buying and selling
during COVID, but once we spoke to Paul and Jade and saw how nimbly they'd adapted including following all safety protocols, creating high-quality virtual home tours, and
scheduling private showings - we knew we'd be in good hands.
When we ﬁrst decided to move, Paul and Jade helped us understand the tricky market
and patiently worked with us as we ﬁgured out exactly what we were looking for. When
we found the home we wanted to buy, Paul was right there, connecting us with an
incredible lender and helping us quickly put in a strong offer, which was accepted! Paul
had experience buying new construction and set our expectations so we were not
surprised when there were delays. While we waited for the new house to be built, we
worked with Jade and Paul to sell the condo we were living in.
After extensive strategizing, we decided to put our condo for sale off-market so we could
both continue living in it while the new house was under construction and save on staging
+ property prep costs. Paul and Jade advised us on how to prep our condo for sale,
including connecting us with a wonderful handyman who landscaped our front yard and
did some cosmetic touch-ups inside for a reasonable price. Jade arranged a lovely photo
shoot and marketed the condo as a "private exclusive" with a transparent price through
Compass.
They leveraged their extensive network to arrange several private showings, and within
days we accepted an offer signiﬁcantly over the list price, which we were thrilled with.
Paul and Jade skillfully negotiated a longer rent-back period so we could stay in the
condo until our new home was ready. It was a tight timeline to get the condo listed and
sold, and Paul and Jade adeptly managed the process from listing to close of escrow
without any hiccups. We are so grateful to have worked with Paul and Jade and had such
a smooth and successful buying/selling process, including lots of laughs along the way.
Paul and Jade are not only knowledgeable and strategic realtors, but also patient,
compassionate, and kind humans who care deeply about their community. We highly
recommend the Talbot Team!"

KELSEA M. | 501 MERRIT T AVE, OAKL AND

We started on this most recent journey after watching their seller's webinar and having
just found out we were expecting, decided to see if we could make the move in this crazy
market. After previously working with Paul to buy our ﬁrst home in 2018, we were excited to
work with him again, but having both Paul and Jade on our team, I couldn't ask for
anything more! These two seriously went above and beyond in helping us get our ﬁrst
home on the market, they came over for a walk-thru to help us come up with a punch list
of upgrades so we could get the best ROI that would help us purchase the second home.
With a tight deadline and a tight budget, we did quite a bit of DIY but they helped us ﬁnd
the best contractors to help with the upgrades beyond our ability, and also picked out
pieces that would give our home the edge it needed to sell quickly. Jade helped stay on
top of the contractors, and came over several times to map out the projects with them
and keep them on schedule.
Thanks to their genius marketing plan, our home sold quickly and we were able to start
looking for our new home! We ended up driving past a Compass "Coming Soon" listing in
a neighborhood we were interested in, and they jumped on it quickly so that we could be
one of the ﬁrst parties to see it before it came on the market. We offered a competitive
price, and were quickly accepted and in escrow for our new home within a week of closing
on the old home. Paul and Jade were in constant communication with us the entire
process, about 4 months start to ﬁnish, and I don't think we could've asked for a better
team to guide us through the complicated real estate market, during COVID no less!"

DANIEL P. | 4 469 REDDING AVE, OAKL AND
AWESOME, EXTRAORDINARY, ETHICAL, GIFTED, EXCELLENT COMMUNICATORS!!!!!!
They should be a required role model for the entire industry! With Jade and Paul I felt
that I really had advocates who had my very best interests as a very high priority. What
more could you want from real estate agents? Not much more, yet they surpassed my
wildest expectations with their knowledge and kindness. They worked so hard and made
me feel as though I was their only client , they tended to my every question and anxiety,
as well as, respecting my input and educating me on the house selling process. All details
were attended to and all legalities followed precisely so that the transaction of selling
went smoothly for both buyer and seller. As you can see, I can't say enough good things
about Jade and Paul and I will remember them always. Thank you Jade and Paul. Don't
hesitate to contact them-- You WON'T be sorry

OONA A . | 674 2 RICHMOND AVE, RICHMOND

Testimonials
"We reached out to Paul and Jade when we were interested
in selling our home in East Richmond Heights. We had
previously been working with a different realtor but felt that
their communication and marketing strategies were
lacking.Working with the Talbot team was a breath of fresh
air. They are attentive and happy to answer all questions
which was especially helpful for us since it was our first time
selling a house. Their marketing strategies are current and
specialize in digital/social tactics which is so important in the
current real estate market.I would highly recommend Jade
and Paul to anyone looking to purchase or sell a home. They
go above and beyond for their clients. Most importantly, they
are great people that are interested in spreading positivity
and doing business the right way."
~Sam A
"Paul is simply an awesome agent and human being, and it's
no wonder he's in the top 1% of agents. He's as patient as a
saint (no matter how much a pain in the ass his clients can be
:P), knowledgable about the local market, and attentive and
responsive to your needs. When we had an unlucky flooding
incident, Paul was there immediately with his shop vac and
helped us find professionals to remediate the situation. When
we were trying to decide on renovations and touchups to do,
Paul gave us guidance on what would-be buyers wanted.
When we weren't getting the offers we needed, Paul came up
with a pricing strategy and helped us navigate the market as
it was changing rapidly. We could always rely on Paul to help
us out, even if it wasn't in the usual agents' job description."
~Tian H
"Paul was a pleasure to work with. I interviewed a couple of
other realtors, but gave Paul the listing on the spot after our
first meeting. As a first time home-seller there was a lot that I
didn't know. Paul patiently walked me through the process
and advised me as to what improvements would add the most
value to attract buyers in this market. Paul was accessible and
remained in constant communication throughout the process.
He did a good job managing my expectations and I was very
pleased with the outcome. Even post-sale, the Talbot team
has been an excellent resource for all things real estate and
home improvement with their monthly newsletters and market
updates. I would highly recommend the Talbot Team for
anyone considering buying or selling a home."
-Jessica R.

Testimonials
"Jade was a pleasure to work with. She is an amazing
Real Estate agent. She and her Talbot team did an
excellent job for us. They managed to market and sell
our house even during these trying Covid19 times
which was amazing. Nothing stoped her perseverance
to get the job done, which was so appreciated. You
are getting a very special agent here. We highly
recommend her."
~Barbara M
"We met Paul when he helped us find our first condo
back in 2017. Paul is a lot of fun to work with, really
knowledgeable, and so on top of things. He gave us
great advice and guidance when it came to helping
us put in our bid, inspections, etc -- we ended up
getting our condo (our first bid), despite not being the
highest bidder. We reached out to Paul again when
we were ready to sell our place this year and he was,
once again, amazing. This time, Jade and Paul put
together a marketing package that really helped sell
our place. The process was being drawn out by the
buyer, but Paul helped us navigate those waters. We
closed our sale the day before shelter-in-place went
into effect. We loved working with Paul and Jade and
would highly recommend this amazing duo."
~Amy K.

"Paul helped my wife and I buy our first home in
Oakland in 2018. He was kind, professional, and very
knowledgeable about the entire home buying process
including aspects of mortgages, HELOCs and
refinancing. In addition, Paul also has an extensive
background in home remodeling and construction
thanks to his dad who was an iron worker. It was
reassuring to have a realtor who was both an expert
at the home buying process and home construction
since we were buying a fixer upper and didn't know
how much it could cost to initially remodel our house.
Paul knew exactly how much each remodel project
would cost and what issues we should look out for
during the home inspection. Both Paul and Jade have
specialized knowledge about the housing market in
the Bay Area particularly the east bay."
~Dan G.

Check out our 5-star
reviews on Yelp and Zillow!

Recent Featured Listings

2742 Del Monte Avenue
3 BD 1 BA 1199 SF $1,073,000

972 Estudillo Avenue
4 BD 2 BA 2126 SF $1,156,000

321 Covington Street
2 BD 1 BA 1278 SF $882,500

5839 Yale Avenue
2 BD 2 BA 1724 SF $915,000

501 Merritt Avenue
2 BD 2 BA 1201 SF $865,000

256 Farrelly Drive
3 BD 1 BA 1434 SF $830,000

6742 Richmond Avenue
2 BD 1 BA 741 SF $765,000

4469 Redding Street
2 BD 1 BA 888 SF $765,000

6119 Bernhard Avenue
2 BD 1 BA 932 SF $760,000

CHOOSING A LISTING AGENT
Here’s what you can expect when working with us to sell your home.

✔ We utilize digital marketing strategies: We know how to position your home on social
media in a way that will result in more eye on your listing. We are active on our social
platforms, which means we are continuously growing our network. We are connected with
local agents and agents across the country.

✔ Our active social media presence on platforms such as Instagram gives us the ability to
connect with and reach more millennial home buyers. Millennials now make up the LARGEST
share of home buyers at 38%, according to a report done by the National Association of
Realtors.

✔ We keep up with the latest design trends to give you a competitive advantage when it
comes to prepping your home from sale. Our active social media presence gives us the ability
to connect with and learn from interior designers around the country.

✔ We spare no expense when marketing our listings, which means hiring professional
photographers and videographers. We understand that the majority of buyers are first seeing
your home ONLINE, which means the “lead shot” of your home is the first chance to capture a
buyer’s attention. We always lead with a “twilight” shot, which makes your home stand out
among the rest.

✔ We have a quick response time and communicate via text and email while on the go and
at home. Many areas are experiencing very limited inventory and an abundance of buyers
looking for homes. This puts sellers in the driver’s seat, but if you’re not hiring an agent that
does what is necessary to capture the most buyers possible, you could be leaving money on
the table.

✔ When a home hits the market, buyers want to get in immediately if it fits within their search
criteria. We have set up easy ways for other agents with active buyers to get their showings
scheduled and we make sure they’re not left waiting around.

✔ Before you put your house up for sale, ask the agents you’re interviewing if they are
following modern marketing methods that will put your home in the best position possible (not
just in MLS)!

Your Listing Launch

Pre-Market

On-Market

Home Preparation
Photography
Pricing
Pre-List Marketing
Leveraging Our Exclusive
Agent Network

Media Plan
Open Houses
Assessing Our Strategy
and Monitoring the Market

Our Step-by-Step Plan
What to Expect
As your trusted advisors, we'll be there to guide you
throughout the home selling process to ensure that your
experience is as seamless and stress-free as possible.
PRE-MA RK ET

1

Complete
listing
paperwork

2

3

4

6

7

8

Prepare your
property
for market

Pre-market and
promote your
property to
Compass agents*

Develop and
execute our
marketing
strategy and
media plan

O N-MA RK ET

5

List property
online

Show property
and follow-up
with leads

CLOSING

9

Schedule
closing and
work through
contract terms

10

Close on the
property and assist
with post-closing
questions

*Pre-marketing strategies are independently determined by clients at their direction.

Monitor the
market, provide
updates and
assess strategy

Review offers
and negotiate
the optimal
contract

Property Prep
We offer a unique package for clients interested in selling their homes. We
are both passionate about home design, and we stay up to date on the
latest trends. We have remodeled both the homes we have owned and we
are no strangers to living in construction zones. One of our greatest joys is
unleashing the beauty a home has to offer.
We are happy to offer property prep consultations, as well as design and
remodel advice. We have not only designed kitchens and bathrooms, but
Paul worked side by side with his father doing all the construction work on
our first home, from the demolition to the tile work and painting. Jade has
also dabbled in demo, but prefers consulting on the design elements.
We know which projects will get you the highest ROI and which projects you
will be able to let the next homeowner tackle (without it hurting your final
sales price). We have an extensive list of vendors and contractors that we
can refer to you for everything from hardwood floor repairs, painting, to
deep cleaning.

BEFORE
We bought our first home in 2016
for $345,000.

AFTER
We sold it in 2018 for
$765,000

Project Coordination
If you want to take a more hands off approach
and let us fully manage the property prep, we can
arrange to do so for .5% of the final sales price (see
our commission breakdown on the "service fees"
page" In this case, you would give us a budget and
we would decide which high leverage items to
tackle. We would take on all the design and project
management. See the kitchen below for an example
of a project we fully managed. We have a highly
skilled team of builders and contractors who have
worked with us for several years, on our homes as
well as several properties we have listed. Our goal
is to make your home as desirable as possible for
buyers and to get it to as close to "move in" ready
as we possibly can (this is especially important
during times of COVID-19, when there are more
hoops to jump through when navigating cosmetic
work or remodels.

Getting Your Home
Ready to Sell
Your home only has one chance to make a great ﬁrst impression and we
are here to guide you every step of the way. Together, we can focus on
identifying and making improvements that will enhance the marketability
of your home and stage it to appeal to potential buyers.

Data from the latest Cost vs. Value report from Remodeling
magazine and the National Association of Realtors® estimates a:

80%

106%

BEFORE

AF TER | KITCHEN UPGR ADES

BEFORE

AF TER | NEW WOOD FLOORING

Return on investment for
minor kitchen upgrades*

Return on investment
for new wood ﬂoors**

*2019 Cost vs. Value Report, Remodeling Magazine (remodeling.hw.net/cost-vs-value/2019).
**2019 Modeling Impact Report, National Association of Realtors® (cdn.nar.realtor/sites/default/ﬁles/documents/2019-remodeling-impact-10-03-2019.pdf).

Compass Concierge is the
hassle-free way to sell your home
faster and for a higher price.
From staging to renovation, we can leverage our exclusive
Concierge program to prepare your home for the market
with zero upfront costs or interest. By investing in your home’s
potential, we aim to provide a swifter, more proﬁtable sale.

How it Works
1. Determine a budget and
updates together, then apply
for Concierge funds
2. Immediately receive your
ConciergeCard or request cash
3. Work with trusted vendors
to complete home improvements
4. Repay at closing!*

55%
Of Concierge listings
sell within 60 days,
compared to 33% of
all MLS listings**
Learn more at
compass.com/concierge

Rules & Exclusions apply. Compass offers no guarantee or warranty of results. Subject to additional terms and conditions. Concierge Capital loans are provided by Notable Finance, LLC, NMLS# 1824748
and are made or arranged pursuant to a California Finance Lenders Law license. Loan eligibility is not guaranteed and all loans are subject to credit approval and underwriting by Notable.
Compass is not a lender and is not providing loans as part of the Compass Concierge program.
*Repayment can occur at any of the following times: Closing, when our listing agreement terminates, or when 12 months pass from your Concierge approval date.
**Based on data from 5.2020–12.2020. MLS listings include all listings in markets where Compass currently operates. Data is sourced from regional MLSs and aggregated to create a comprehensive national dataset.

Compass Concierge at Work
A Concierge Case Study

14 4x
Day on
market

Return on $40K
Concierge funds

"The Concierge program is a
game changer! It was the support
we needed to move forward with
our decision to sell our home and
not take on any upfront costs."
K AMIK A & AMY | OAKL AND
BEFORE

AF TER

Pricing Your Property to
Maximize Buyer Activity
Timing of Buyer Activity

Activity

Peak Activity

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

Number of Weeks

Attracting
Buyers Using
Competitive
Pricing
Using competitive
analysis, market research,
and Compass’ suite
of AI-powered tools,
we recommend a price
for your property to
generate the most
activity and offers early
on before buyers move
on to newer listings.
Graphics are for informational purposes only. Compass does not guarantee or warrant similar results.

Percentage
Over Market
Value

15%
10%
5%
0%

7

A property receives the
most trafﬁc within the
ﬁrst few weeks of
hitting the market.
It is important to get
the price right in order
to gain the attention
of interested buyers
and maximize your
home's position in
the market.

Percentage
of Buyers

20%
30%
50%
95%

If the asking price is too high, then
the property appeals to fewer buyers.

Our Exclusive
Pre-Marketing Advantage
Private Exclusive

Coming Soon

A Private Exclusive listing is an
off-market home that can be
shared by a Compass agent with
their Compass colleagues directly.
Property details aren’t disseminated
and won’t appear on public home
search websites. Listing your home
as a Private Exclusive allows you to
control what information is shared —
while still getting exposure to top
agents at Compass.
compass.com/private-exclusives

Coming Soon gives us two
separate opportunities to launch
your property. We can list your
home on compass.com before
going live on aggregate sites to
build anticipation among potential
buyers, while pressure-testing
our pricing strategy — all without
accruing days on market.
compass.com/coming-soon

2–3x

More views by
consumers and agents*

7%

Fewer days on market
vs. listings that go
straight to active**

~19%

More trafﬁc at
an open house***
Compass Coming Soon and Private Exclusives are subject to local MLS restrictions and not available in
all markets. Local policy deﬁnitions may restrict how Private Exclusive listings can be shared between agents,
even within the same brokerage. Where the programs are available, pre-marketing and listing strategies are
independently determined by the client. Compass does not recommend one particular strategy or guarantee results.

Data refers to a comparison between MLS and Compass Coming Soon listings vs. listings that go straight to active.
*Viewership sourced via Compass.com 1/2020–8/2020.
**Days on market sourced via Compass.com 1/2020–7/2020.
***Open house trafﬁc sourced via Compass.com 1/2020–9/2020.

Leveraging Our Agent
Network to Sell Your Home
As part of a network of the nation’s top producing
agents, I am strategically positioned to connect your
home with qualiﬁed potential buyers everyday.

Compass
Network Tool
Compass has developed
an industry-ﬁrst network
tool that analyzes your
property to identify and
connect us with agents
that have sold similar
homes in your area.

Workplace
Workplace is a national
Compass platform
where we can promote
new listings and
chat with Compass
agents nationwide.

Unlock more buyers for
your home with Compass
Bridge Loan Services.
"A lot of people are locked into their current situations — they own a
home and have a family and are not comfortable selling before they
buy. There could be 10–15% of the marketplace that would like to
move if they could. BLS opens up conversations with those buyers —
which wasn’t an option before!"
ERIC GELMAN | COMPASS AGENT | MARIN

67%

Of potential buyers for your
home likely need to sell their
own home in order to buy*

Compass Bridge Loan Services gives homeowners the purchasing
power to make an offer on a new home without waiting to sell their
existing one. With BLS, I can help browsing homeowners access
their equity to become more serious buyers when they see a home
like yours on the market.

compass.com/bridge-loan-services

Compass is not a lender, does not provide bridge loans and has no inﬂuence
on underwriting or lending decisions made by the third party lenders.
*National Association of Realtors, 2019.

Representing Your Home

Marketing Your Property

Your Marketing Timeline
Working with our in-house marketing and advertising agency,
I will target the right audience across the most effective channels
— all to elevate the style and story of your home.

1

2

3

4

Coming Soon

Staging

Imagery

Floorplan

Coming Soon sign
Digital ads
Email outreach
Direct mail campaign

Appliance upgrades
Furnishings
Virtual staging

Daytime photography
Twilight photography
Aerial footage
Lifestyle video

Traditional ﬂoorplan
Virtual walkthrough

5

6

7

8

Listing Launch

Signage

Email Campaign

Print Campaign

Compass.com
MLS
Syndication

Townhouse sign
Window decal
Open house sign

Property announcement
Open house invitations
Company email
inclusions

Postcards
Brochures
Advertising
Public relations

9

10
Digital Campaign

Events

Paid social media
promotion
Feature on Compass
channels Advertising

Brokers' open house
Open House
Special events

Representing Your Home | Marketing Your Property

Reach more prospective buyers
with intelligent digital advertising.
By leveraging Compass’ digital advertising tools and
partnerships across social media and advertising
throughout your listing process, we can generate demand
to sell your home faster, and we meet potential buyers
where they are, online.

IN STAGR A M IMAG E A D

Proprietary Targeting

FAC EBOO K VID EO AD

Optimized Performance

Compass helps generate buyer
Compass tracks and measures the
interest by using proprietary data results of every campaign which
to serve ads to Facebook and
allows for continued optimization.
Instagram users.

Engaging Open Houses
Whether it be in-person or a dynamic virtual tour,
open houses are one of the most important ways
buyers connect with your home.

59%
Of homebuyers
attend an open house
during the home
shopping process*

45%
Of open houses have
been virtual since the
launch of our virtual
open house tool**

*Zillow Group Consumer Housing Trends Report, 2019 survey data.
**Compass Livestream: Virtual Open House vs In-Person Open House.
6.1.2020–8.31.2020.

No one does virtual
marketing like us.
We have unparalleled technology to market the sale
of your home virtually through evolving times.
Virtual Open House

Video Mail

Using dynamic, guided video,
we showcase the key features
of your property to our target
clientele, wherever they are.

More opens lead to more
closings. We embed live video
into our email marketing to
engage clients in a modern
and compelling way.

Private Interactive
Home Tour

Live Postcard

We’ll take buyers on a virtual
journey through your home to
highlight the unique features.
Our interested buyers can easily
provide direct feedback through
live video or text.

We utilize animated emails to
showcase the most attractive
elements of your property. This
helps grab the attention of
buyers at every stage of their
home search.

Virtual Neighborhood Tour

Digital Marketing & Insights

Our buyers and their loved
ones can explore all that the
surrounding community has
to offer with snapshots of key
attributes of the neighborhood.

We’ll run and actively optimize
Facebook and Instagram ad
campaigns to promote your
property to high intent buyers.

Digital Listing Brochure
Pages will turn, videos will play,
and home features will come to
life with interactive brochures to
create an immersive experience
for even the most discerning
of buyers.

Enhanced 3D Staging
We’ve partnered with the
nation’s leading virtual staging
ﬁrm to provide touch-free
staging in order to show your
home in its best light virtually.
YO U R H EA LTH A ND SA FET Y
IS O U R # 1 PR IOR IT Y.

Assessing Our Strategy
and Monitoring the Market
Using proprietary tools such as Collections and
Insights, we keep you informed of market conditions
and trafﬁc to your property.

COLLECTIO NS
IN SIGH TS

Collections

Insights

Collections allows us to have
a collaborative conversation
on your home selling process
with instant updates on
comparable listings and
access to insider knowledge
previously only available to
the agent community.

Insights is a detailed, custom
dashboard that allows us to
assess the impact of our online
marketing campaigns in real
time. By capturing this data, we
are able to further target our
ads to buyers most interested
in your home.

“Compass Concierge was a true gift. Suddenly I had
the ﬁnances to get my home of 18 years ready to sell,
with no upfront cost to me. It ought to be called the
‘Concierge stress relief program.’ It exceeded all my
expectations of the home-selling process.”
Jo Ann, Seller | San Francisco Bay Area

$200k

4

above list price

days on the market
↑ BEFORE / AF TER ↓

How it Works
01

02

We will work together to decide which home
improvement services can increase your home’s value
the most and set an estimated budget for the work.

Once approved, I will be by your side as you
engage vendors and commission work.

03

04

Once the transformation is complete, your home will go
on the market.

You’ll begin repayment for the services rendered when
your home sells, your listing agreement terminates, or 12
months pass from your Concierge date.

Learn more at compass.com/concierge
(terms and conditions apply)
Representing Your Home | Marketing Your Property

Staging and Professional Photography
It has been studied and shown that both the
length of time on the market and sales price are
positively impacted by a beautifully staged and
photographed home.
These are powerful tools not to be overlooked
or underestimated. Selling a home is part
science, part art. Beyond analytics and market
conditions, there is the human element to
consider. Every buyer is trying to imagine
themselves living in the home they are viewing.

Property prep and professional staging for
our 2440 Humboldt Ave listing resulted in a
sale price that ended up 40% over list
price.

Through the magic of staging and photography,
you can ignite the ﬂame of desire in a potential
client to want to own and live in the space you
are selling, and now call home.
We have a network of designers with different
strengths and price ranges and we will
recommend ones that complement your homes
architectural style. You'll receive multiple bids so
you can choose the ones that meet your budget
and style preferences. Our biggest goal when
we list a property is to save you money before
your house goes on the market and then to
make you as much return as possible on your
home sale.

40%
above list
price

High-Quality Professional Photography
Crisp, clear photos will make your property
pop online and maximize visual appeal. I
work with highly qualified, professionally
trained real estate photographers who
specialize in making your house look its
absolute best.

Staging
When prospective buyers evaluate a home, they seek a
space that they can make their own. A few simple shifts
can dramatically impact your listing's perceived appeal.

before

after
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Photography
Proponents of powerful imagery, Compass invests in visuals
editors, creative producers, and the industry's most respected
photographers to capture your home's ﬁnest selling points.

Our photographers'
work has appeared in
such publications as:
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Pre-Marketing Your Home
Drive buyer interest and buzz with Compass Coming Soon,
which affords prospective buyers a glimpse of your home
before it ofﬁcially comes on the market.

Early to list
means early to sell

Get twice
the exposure

Get feedback,
fast

Listing your property ﬁrst on
Compass Coming Soon can build
anticipation among potential
buyers, drive up its value, and
shorten the sales timeline.

Coming Soon creates two
separate opportunities
to launch your property: First on
Compass.com, and then later
when the listing goes live on the
MLS and aggregate sites.

Testing the market with Coming
Soon helps your listing to perform
even better, once it opens to the
public. You’ll gain invaluable
insights on pricing, photos, and
positioning.

Compass is a licensed real estate broker. All material herein is for informational purposes only, was compiled from sources deemed reliable but is subject to errors
and omissions. Compass makes no representation or guarantee that Coming Soons are available in your region, or that its use will result in the beneﬁts described
herein. This is not intended to solicit property already listed. Equal Housing Opportunity.
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Sourcing Your Buyer
The next owner of your home could be searching for
properties anywhere. That’s why I’ll pair predictive data with
a multifaceted marketing plan — to ensure your listing is seen
by each and every prospect.

51%
Buyers who found
their home online

30%
Buyers who found
their home by working
with a dedicated
buyer's agent

19%
Buyers who found
their home via signage,
networking, print ads,
or other method
Source:
National Asssociation of Realtors, 2018
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Networking Capabilities
Aided by state-of-the-art Compass technology,
I'm strategically connected to the market's entire
brokerage community.

Unprecedented reach
Using the Network tool, I can
analyze your property across 350+
parameters to determine similar sold
listings, identify the right brokers, and
correspond with ideal prospective
buyers through a series of email
campaigns and targeted outreach.
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Print Materials
Every single Compass marketing piece — from multipage
brochures to custom mailers to open house handouts —
creates a cohesive story around your property and elevates
it to luxury status.

Formats
Postcards
Notecards
Bi-folds
Mailing Brochures
Tri-folds
Gate-folds
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Digital Presence
At the forefront of modern marketing, Compass takes
a multi-pronged approach to the digital promotion
of your property.

1.9M+

800+

Average monthly page views
on Compass.com, where
your property's critical selling
points are presented via an
intuitive, searchable platform

Partner websites to which
your listing is automatically
syndicated for maximum
digital coverage
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Social Media
We engage brokers and buyers every day across ﬁve dynamic
platforms. With this suite of promotional opportunities, your home
will be spotlighted in a real-time, relatable, and quantiﬁable way.

7M+
Instagram
impressions in 2018

2M+
Views on Compass
YouTube channel

160K+
Our following across
all social media
platforms

Unmatched Resources

Strategic Audiences

Dynamic Storytelling

Supported by a dedicated,
in-house social media team,
I'm able to stay on the leading
edge of social media strategy.

I have access to an exclusive
list of social media stars,
putting your home in front
of their inﬂuential followers.

With listing promotion
accounting for 75% of our
company's social content, we
highlight our exclusives with
a mix of interior images, press
mentions, listing videos, and
client features.
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Social Media Gameplan
Pre-List LIVE Video
Before your listing is Active, we will begin marketing the home
through live videos at your home. We'll generate excitement
about the upcoming listing by giving a few details of the home,
the neighborhood, and we'll let people know when it will
officially be on the market and available for showings.

Coming Soon Teaser Video
We will create a teaser video to post on social media. We will
also post the listing as a Coming Soon on the MLS, Zillow and
Redfin. For this video, we typically take drone footage to drum
up excitement and to add dramatic effect.

LIVE Virtual Tour
We will host 1-2 LIVE virtual Open Houses, which we will
market via Facebook, Instagram, Nextdoor, Zillow, Trulia, and
Redfin. Since we have a strong social media presence, our
followers know that our virtual Open Houses will be fun and
informative, and they'll be sure to tune in.

Top Features Video
We create a customized "Top Features" video to showcase the
best features of your home and neighborhood. You can visit
our website to see some examples of videos we've made for
previous listings (www.TalbotTeam.com/listings).

Facebook & Instagram Advertisements
We target a specific radius around the address of the home
and run ads based on our social media posts. We run ads
before AND after the property is listed on the MLS. Rather than
generic home photos, we try to get creative and highlight
unique features about your home.

National Advertising
Our in-house media team has fostered relationships with key print
and digital publications. Based on your buyer proﬁle, I'm able to
craft an effective, targeted campaign strategy unique to your listing.
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Driving Tra c to your Listing
We attract prospective buyers to Compass.com, then
leverage their site activity and saved preferences to
position your listing in front of the right audience.

Your prospective buyer
decides they're interested in
purchasing a property.

They arrive on Compass.com
via paid ads on Google or
Facebook, social media, press
coverage, or organically.

Once on the Compass site,
they determine their search
criteria, including price point,
neighborhood, and desired layout

We track these browsing
preferences and use them to
form your listing's buyer proﬁle.

We then deploy digital listing
campaigns, targeting users
based on these characteristics.
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Intelligent Digital Marketing
We can promote your listing on platforms like Facebook and
Instagram, using data and industry experience to showcase
your property to the right people at the right time.

Precise
targeting

We ﬁnd the most
likely buyers for
your property using
exclusive data.

Optimized
performance

In-Depth
Analytics

We perform continuous
testing to deliver the
most successful ads.

We track and measure
the results of every
campaign for continued
optimization.

Why paid advertising matters
Reaches passive buyers
Drives more private tour requests
Brings more open house visitors
Accelerates the transaction timeline
Improves chances of competing offers
Can drive a higher purchase price
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Representing Your Home

Analyzing the Market

Monitoring the market
Called the Pinterest of real estate, Collections allows us
to track the local landscape for the duration of your sale
in a centralized, visual space.

Collections
Together, we can keep a close eye
on homes similar to yours, keeping
tabs on the competition in order to
make strategic decisions based on
price and status updates.
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Assessing strategy
Using our digital dashboard, I can remain fully accountable
for the key metrics you need to know and deliver regular
performance updates throughout the selling process.

Insights
The Insights dashboard grants me
access to real-time data about
your listing’s trafﬁc, so I'm able
to reﬁne marketing and pricing
strategy and discover new leadgeneration opportunities.

Representing Your Home | Supporting Your Sale
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Supporting Your Sale

Bridge Loan Services
A simple solution to bridge the gap between
the home you have and the home you want.
With Compass Bridge Loan Services, you can access bridge loans from
industry-leading lenders without the burden of out-of-pocket costs. Enjoy
competitive rates and dedicated service, with the exclusive option to get
up to six months of your loan payments fronted when you sell your home
with me.
Already working with a lender you love? No problem. This unique offering lets
you choose the provider that works best for you.

01
Work with me to ﬁnd your next dream home.

02
Apply and get approved for a bridge loan
with the lender of your choice.

03
Work with me to get the ﬁrst six months of
your bridge loan payments fronted.*

04
Move into your new home while I work to sell
your current home faster and for more
money.

05
When your old home sells, simply use the
proceeds to pay back the bridge loan and
any fronted monthly payments.
Learn more at compass.com/bridge-loan-services
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*This exclusive offering for Compass clients is a loan provided by Notable Finance, LLC, NMLS# 1824748 and is available to all eligible Compass clients working with the
Bridge Loan lender of their choice. Loan eligibility is not guaranteed and all loans are subject to credit approval and underwriting by Notable Finance. Loans made or
arranged pursuant to a California Finance Lenders Law license. Compass is not a lender and is not providing loans as part of the Compass Bridge Loan Services.

How it Works

Analyzing Your Offer
COMMON TERMS IN AN OFFER:
Escrow period: This is the period of time during which
the transfer of the property will take place. Many sellers
prefer a short escrow period. I’ll discuss escrow a bit
further later on.
Earnest Money Deposit: This is the amount of money
you will deposit upon opening escrow. Typically, this is
3% of the purchase price.
Down Payment: This is the amount of money you are
putting down to purchase the house.
Loan/All Cash: An all cash offer is favorable over a loan
because there is no appraisal required. If you’re using a
loan to purchase a home, this is where the importance
of the lender really comes into play.
Inspection contingency: This is a condition of the
contract that allows you to cancel or negotiate if you
find any property conditions that have not been
reported. It’s important for you to know that you can
back out at any time during this period.
Loan/Appraisal Contingency - The loan and appraisal
contingency is built into the contract to make sure that
the loan can be obtained from the lender and that the
house appraises to the offer price. If the house is valued
below what you are willing to offer, there may be a need
to negotiate with the seller. In an ideal situation, both of
these contingencies are easily removed.
The Counter Offer - It is common for a seller to counter
our initial offer or even counter more than one offer. In
each case, they are asking for a better price or terms.

Analyzing Your Offer
ELEMENTS OF A CONTRACT
In our competitive East Bay market, it is common to pay a considerable amount over the
asking price. Pricing a home low will create a multiple offer scenario that heavily favors the
seller. It is not uncommon to offer between 10-30% over the list price. While price is a large
factor in the offer, terms can be just as important, and occasionally more important. We
will set an offer date for two weeks after listing your home on the market.
The two most important elements of an offer are the purchase PRICE and TERMS of the
contract.
When it comes to analyzing the offers you receive, we'll work through the following
decisions together, providing our recommendation based on market conditions, recent
comparable sold properties, and more.
NEGOTIATE
Should you accept, counter, or reject the oﬀer? Negotiating the terms for the sale on what
may be your biggest asset requires a professional team that has your best interests in
mind. Do you need a short or long escrow? Will you need to rent the property back? Are
you buying another home on contingency or moving out of state? As experienced
negotiators, we ensure that your best interests are represented and that you get the best
terms and price for the sale of your home.

Discovering Compass
How we’re building the ﬁrst modern
real estate platform

A message
from our founder
My earliest inspiration for Compass came from
someone I greatly admire who is now an agent at
Compass: my mother. Growing up, it inspired me to
see how hard she worked and how much she cared
about the people she served.
Today, the thousands of incredible entrepreneurs
who make up our coast-to-coast community of real
estate agents continue to inspire me and guide our
vision for an industry reimagined at Compass.
We invite only the most talented, highest-integrity
professionals in the country to join Compass and
then we give them what my mother never had:
the same incredibly high level of support, care,
and expertise that they provide to sellers like you.
Partnering with top technology, business, and
marketing leaders, we’ve developed a ﬂeet of
these world-class entrepreneurs to ensure every
step of your experience is seamless. As you’ll ﬁnd
in the pages that follow, we’ve made it our mission
to invest in our agents so that they can invest in
you, from granting buyers an exclusive ﬁrst look
at your home to empowering you with interest-free
loans to make improvements to your property for
a faster, more lucrative sale.

Like you, I understand the importance of choosing
an advisor with the utmost integrity and skill.
Buying or selling a home is often the most important
ﬁnancial decision a person will make in their lifetime;
it can help make the future you imagine for yourself
and your family possible. But it’s also about ﬁnding
a property, a neighborhood, a community that makes
you feel like you truly belong — which is why at
Compass, we know that the key to selling your home
is to help its next owner fall in love with it, the same
way you did.
The agents of Compass inspire me daily, but the
community we’ve built together is wholly inspired by
you. I want to thank you for providing this opportunity
to the agent in front of you, and by extension, to all of
us at Compass. Your trust is something we don’t take
lightly and I am personally committed to providing
every resource at our disposal to achieve your goals.
Our mission is to help everyone ﬁnd their place in the
world and we’re honored to help you embark on your
next chapter, wherever it may lead.
Sincerely,

Robert Reffkin
Founder & CEO

A network of top real estate
agents ready to bring you
your buyer.

$150B+
2020 Sales volume

350+ 19K+
Ofﬁces

Agents

Everyone gets a ﬁrst impression...
Compass gets billions.

250M+ 1.4M+ 105B+
Annual website
and social media
impressions*

Annual unique
international users
on compass.com**

2020 PR
Impressions***

Digital
Reach

International
Reach

Media
Reach

Our digital
footprint
attracts potential
buyers to
your listing.

Our website drives
international buyers
to homes like yours
through curated
presentation and
artiﬁcial intelligence.

Our in-house media
team works with top
publications to share
compelling narratives
about your home with
target buyers.

*Sourced via Sprout Social and Google Analytics, 1.1.2020–12.31.2020.
**Sourced via Google Analytics, 1.1.2020–12.31.2020.
***Sourced via Meltwater, 1.1.2020–12.31.2020.

Your Buyer Follows Compass

#1

Real estate website in 2019 + 2020,
Webby Awards People’s Voice Winner*

Monthly Website Visitors
3.95M
3.2M
2.2M

2.8M

1.0M
68K

The
Agency**

Cocoran** Sotheby's**

*The Webby Awards
2019 (winners.webbyawards.com/2019/websites/general-websites/real-estate/81277/compass).
2020 (winners.webbyawards.com/2020/websites/general-websites/real-estate/81277/compass).
**Website trafﬁc sourced via SimilarWeb, 12.1.2020–12.31.2020.

Engel &
Volkers**

Keller
Compass**
Williams**

Placing your property where
your buyers are searching.
Once your home is listed, it will automatically be syndicated
to some of the top real estate platforms domestically and
in 60+ countries globally. This will allow us to get maximum
exposure for your home.
Top Domestic Syndication Platforms, Including
Zillow

The Wall Street Journal

Mansion Global

Trulia

San Francisco Chronicle

Realtor.com

Nextdoor

Juwai.com

International Syndication*
Argentina

Greece

Myanmar

Spain

Australia

Hong Kong

Netherlands

Switzerland

Belgium

India

New Caledonia

Tanzania

Bulgaria

Indonesia

Panama

Thailand

Cambodia

Ireland

Papua New Guinea

Tunisia

Canada

Italy

Peru

Turkey

Chile

Japan

Philippines

United Arab Emirates

China

Kazakhstan

Poland

United Kingdom

Columbia

Laos

Portugal

United States

Czechia

Latvia

Qatar

Uruguay

Denmark

Luxembourg

Romania

Venezuela

Estonia

Macau

Senegal

Vietnam

Fiji

Malaysia

Serbia

France

Mexico

Singapore

French Polynesia

Monaco

Slovakia

Germany

Morocco

South Africa

*ListGlobally opt-in required. Data based on the reach of ListGlobally’s network.

Sharing Your Home Globally
Instantaneously reach millions of potential international
buyers on a vast network of trusted sites.

165M+
Annual international
buyers reached*

60+

Countries
your home
syndicates to*

100+

International
portals your home
syndicates to*
*ListGlobally opt-in required. Data based on the reach of ListGlobally’s network.

Morgan Stanley and Compass
Marketing Partnership
We connect high-net-worth individuals to your property.

Compass has partnered with
Morgan Stanley to showcase your listing to

140K+

Morgan Stanley Reserved clients.*
Morgan Stanley’s Reserved client network consists of:
More than 140,000 global clients currently enrolled in the program*
Clients with over $2M invested with Morgan Stanley on average*
Clients that have spent almost $800M through the Reserved program*
Afﬂuent and international clients, many of whom have vacation homes
in addition to their primary residence

Explore the world of Reserved
Living & Giving at msreserved.com
*Sensei Marketing Data as of 2020 YE
Clients with $1 million+ in assets and liabilities at Morgan Stanley are eligible to enroll in the Reserved Living & Giving program. Clients with $10 million+ in assets and liabilities qualify for our highest tier, Signature Access, which offers additional
beneﬁts tailored to our most afﬂuent clients including world class concierge services in Art Advisory, Private Health Advisory, Cybersecurity, and bespoke travel services. Morgan Stanley Reserved Living & Giving is a tiered complimentary
loyalty program that rewards Morgan Stanley’s most valued clients. Morgan Stanley Smith Barney LLC reserves the right to change or terminate the Reserved or Signature Access program or partner offers at any time and without notice.
Reserved and Signature Access program participant qualiﬁcations are reviewed periodically to conﬁrm that they continue to qualify for this program. Not all offers are available to nonresident clients. Signature Access, the highest tier of the
Reserved Living & Giving program, is part of Morgan Stanley Lifestyle Advisory. This tier features products and services that are provided by third-party service providers, not Morgan Stanley Smith Barney LLC (“Morgan Stanley”). Morgan
Stanley may not receive a referral fee or have any control concerning the delivery of such products or services. Please perform a thorough due diligence and make your own independent decision.
© 2020 Morgan Stanley Smith Barney LLC. Member SIPC CRC#3370468 12/2020

Captivating
California
Within 5 years of our arrival in
the Golden State, Compass
has become one of the top
brokerages in the region.
Markets We Excel In
Lake Tahoe
Wine Country
San Francisco Bay Area
Silicon Valley
Carmel/Monterey
Central Coast
Santa Barbara/Montecito
Los Angeles
Orange County
Palm Springs
San Diego

#1

$43.4B+

Brokerage in LA and SF
by Sales Volume

Sales volume
since inception

6.6K+

140+

Number of
agents

Ofﬁces with over
500 employees

LA Business Journal, Ranked #1 By 2019 Sales Volume. | SF Business Times, Ranked #1 By 2019 Sales Volume.

Outperforming the competition
in the Bay Area.

$32B+

sales volume in the Bay Area in 2020.

$7.9B

$9.3B

Sotheby’s*
5.3%

Keller
Williams*
6.2%

$14B

Coldwell
Banker*
9.4%

$32B

Compass*
21.6%

2020 Top 4 Brokerages Percentage Market Share

*2020 transaction-side residential sales reported to MLS [Bareis MLS, East Bay MLS, MLSLisings and SFARMLS] through 10/31/20, per Broker Metrics. Percentages based on top 300 ranked brokerages.
Analysis made in good faith but may contain errors and subject to revision.

Our Success in the Bay Area.

$32B+
Sales volume
in 2020*

3,800+
Number of
agents

280+
Number of
employees

3

Amazing
partners

Alain Pinel Realtors
Paciﬁc Union
Paragon

*Source: Broker Metrics. Residential sales for eight Bay Area counties from 01/01/20 - 12/28/20.

The Compass Advantage
Compass takes a tech-driven, personalized approach, combining
a collaborative agent community, in-house creative agency, and
the industry’s most tenured leadership team.

Our leaders hail
from the world's
most innovative
companies:

#1

1.9M+

Our rank as the nation’s
largest independent
brokerage

Average monthly page
views on Compass.com

$6.4B

100K+

Our company
valuation, with $1.5B
in ﬁnancing raised

Transactions closed
across the country
in 2019

Discovering Compass

A Nationwide Network
Since our launch in 2012, we’ve been simplifying the real
estate process one community at a time. Today, we have
more than 300 ofﬁces extending from coast to coast.

15k+

130+

Compass agents
nationwide

Compass cities

300+

$88B+

Compass ofﬁces

Total sales volume
in 2019

Discovering Compass

National Rank
In just six years, Compass has swiftly ascended to become
the nation's #3 brokerage by volume and the #1 largest
independently owned brokerage.*

#1
Largest
Independent
real estate
brokerage*

#3
Real estate
brokerage in
the nation

*Compass 2019 sales volume is reﬂective of partnership with
Paciﬁc Union and Alain Pinel. Source: REAL Trends 2019
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Compass Cares
Service is the heart of who we are and what we
do at Compass — whether we’re serving agents,
buyers and sellers, or our communities.

Compass Cares is our way of empowering
agents and employees to give back to local
communities with our time, resources and
skills — because no one knows a community
better than the agents and employees who
serve it.
Through Compass Cares, 100% of our
transactions lead to a donation back to the
communities we serve. We turn local
knowledge into local impact by supporting
meaningful local causes. Compass Cares

connects the generosity and compassion of
our people to a giving platform of over 1
million nonproﬁts to create a regional and
national community of givers. Because here at
Compass, we believe it’s our responsibility to
make the world a little better, one place at a
time.

Discovering Compass

Glossary
ANNUAL HOUSEHOLD INCOME
Collective income from everyone in your
household before taxes or other deductions are
taken, investment income or dividends, Social
Security benefits, alimony, and retirement fund
withdrawals.
APR
APR refers to the annual percentage rate, which
is the interest rate you'll pay expressed as a
yearly rate averaged over the full term of the
loan. APR includes lender fees in the rate, so it's
usually higher than your mortgage interest rate.
APPRAISAL
A written justification of the price paid for a
property, primarily based on an analysis of
comparable sales of similar homes nearby.
APPRAISED VALUE
An opinion of a property's fair market value,
based on an appraiser's knowledge, experience,
and analysis of the property. Since an appraisal is
based primarily on comparable sales, and the
most recent sale is the one on the property in
question, the appraisal usually comes out at the
purchase price.
CLOSING COSTS
Generally 2 to 5 percent of the purchase price
include lender fees, recording fees, transfer taxes,
third-party fees such as title insurance, and
prepaids and escrows such as homeowner's
insurance, property taxes, and HOA fees.
CLOSING DISCLOSURE
A document that provides an itemized listing of
the funds that were paid or disbursed at closing.

DEED
The legal document conveying title to a
property.
DOWN PAYMENT
A cash payment of a percentage of the
sales price of the home that buyers pay at
closing. Different lenders and loan
programs require various down payment
amounts such as 3 percent, 5 percent, or 20
percent of the purchase price.
EARNEST MONEY DEPOSIT
Also known as an escrow deposit, earnest
money is a dollar amount buyers put into
an escrow account after a seller accepts
their offer. Buyers do this to show the seller
that they're entering a real estate
transaction in good faith.
ENCUMBRANCE
Anything that affects or limits the fee
simple title to a property, such as
mortgages, leases, easements, or
restrictions.
EQUITY
A homeowner's financial interest in
a property. Equity is the difference between
the fair market value of the property and
the amount still owed on its mortgage and
other liens.
ESCROW
Putting something of value, like a deed or
money, in the custody of a neutral third
party until certain conditions
are met.

Glossary
HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION FEE (HOA)
A fee required when you buy a home located
within a community with an HOA that typically
pays for maintenance and improvements of
common areas and may include the use of
amenities.
HOMEOWNER'S INSURANCE
Insurance that provides you with property and
liability protection for your property and family
from damages from a natural disaster or accident.
Lenders usually require borrowers to buy
homeowner's insurance.
HOME WARRANTY
A contract between a homeowner and a home
warranty company that provides for discounted
repair and replacement service on a home's major
components, such as the furnace, air conditioning,
plumbing, and electrical systems.
LENDER FEES
Part of the closing costs of a home purchase and
may include an application fee, attorney fees, and
recording fees. The lender's underwriting or
origination fee is usually 1 percent of the loan
amount.
LOAN TYPES
Mortgages have different terms ranging from 10 to
30 years and are available with fixed or adjustable
interest rates. Your lender can discuss down
payment, insurance, credit requirements, and other
specifics of various loan types.
PREPAIDS
Prepaids are expenses paid at
the closing for bills that are not technically due
yet, such as property taxes, homeowner's
insurance, mortgage insurance, and HOA fees.

MONTHLY DEBT
The minimum payment on credit card debt; auto,
student, and personal loan payments; and
alimony or child support. Rent or mortgage for a
property that you will pay after your home
purchase must also be included.
MORTGAGE
A loan from a bank, credit union, or other
financial institution that relies on real estate for
collateral. The bank provides money to buy the
property, and the borrower agrees to monthly
payments until the loan is fully repaid.
MORTGAGE INSURANCE
Insurance that protects the lender and repays
part of the loan if the borrower defaults and the
loan can't be fully repaid by a foreclosure sale.
Usually required on loans with less than a 20
percent down payment.
PROPERTY TAXES
Typically imposed by local governments on real
property including residential real estate. The
tax rate can change annually, and the assessed
value of your property is usually recalculated
annually.
THIRD-PARTY FEES
Any closing costs charged by someone other
than your lender, typically including fees for an
appraisal, a property survey, a title search,
owner's and lender's title insurance, and
sometimes an attorney.

Service Fees
Our initial service fee is 2.5% of the final
sales price.
For project management, we charge an
extra .5%.
The buyer’s broker fee is 2.5%.
Broker’s fees are paid at the close of
escrow.
No fees are paid unless the home is sold.
Seller is responsible for the costs of:
Property preparation: TBD
Staging: $4,000-$8,000
Inspection Reports: $500-$1,500
Transaction Coordination Fee: $495
We are are responsible for all marketing
and sales costs. These costs include
professional photography and videography,
postcard mailers, and online advertisements.
We guarantee your satisfaction 100%. If you
are not satisfied for any reason, you may
cancel our listing agreement at no cost to
you.
Please refer to your interactive net sheet for
a more detailed breakdown of costs.

Our Promise
To serve the community as a leader in
the real estate industry and as a friend
and neighbor.
To always do the right thing, even if it isn't what
is easiest.
To take care of your needs at the highest level
through unparalleled professionalism and
attention to detail. No request is too small.
To serve as a trusted local expert and adviser by
your side.
To consistently and clearly communicate with
you in the manner and frequency that you
prefer.
To treat you and your family with
straightforwardness, integrity, and respect at all
times.

THE BOTTOM LINE
Real estate is complicated.
That's where we come in.
At the closing table, our goal is for you to
feel that the experience of selling your
home exceeded all your expectations, so
throughout all of our interactions - from
listing to closing - we will work hard to
achieve that goal.
When you choose us as your partner, you
are not just getting trusted, respected
agents - you are getting local experts who
are passionate about serving our
community and those who call it home.
Let's get started!

~Jade and Paul
To answer your questions, ease your concerns,
reduce your stress, and expertly handle the
entire real estate transaction.
To hold myself accountable to finding the
perfect home for you - after all, that is what my
business is built on.

Our Immediate Next Steps
Complete listing paperwork.
The listing agreement is a contract that explains our
relationship and the high level of service that we will
provide to you.

Begin to prepare your home for the market.
Let’s determine next steps together.

Continue to monitor the market
and assess our strategy.
Once your home is ready for market, we will reassess
market data and ﬁnalize our pricing strategy to make
sure we are in line with any recent market updates in
your neighborhood.

Launch your property.

Here's how to get in touch.

Jade Talbot
510-926-4566
Jade@TalbotTeam.com
CalDRE#02109334

Paul Talbot
510.926.6851
Paul@TalbotTeam.com
CalDRE#01940563

instagram.com/talbot_team
linkedin.com/company/talbot-team
facebook.com/TalbotTeam
https://www.yelp.com/biz/talbot-team-compass-real-estate-oakland

